We hate introductions.

So this one is really short.

This is just the first edition.

We know that 250 slang expressions is not enough, so we will add more in the next editions until we make the best slang dictionary in the world (we mean it).

If you found a mistake or you have suggestions, just email us to learzing@learzing.com
AC/DC

*Meaning:* Bisexual.

*Example 1:* I wish I was AC/DC, then I would have more people to date.

*Example 2:*
- Dude, are you sure that girl you hooked up with is AC/DC?
- Yes! I just saw her kissing some chick at the bar.

ADAM'S ALE

*Meaning:* Water.

*Example 1:* We have no beer or wine, but I can offer you some Adam's ale.

*Example 2:* Cold beer is great on a hot summer's day, but if you are truly thirsty, nothing will do but Adam's ale.

(AN) AFRO

*Meaning:* A bushy, rounded hairstyle worn predominantly by African Americans.

*Example 1:* This rain is going to ruin my afro!

*Example 2:* Don't tease your father - everybody had an afro back in the 70s.
AFTERS

Meaning: Dessert.

Example 1: We're having a really nice cake for afters tonight.

Example 2: What’s for afters, mom?

AFTY

Meaning: Afternoon.

Example 1: I have an appointment with my dentist this afty.

Example 2: What are you doing this afty?

AGGRO

Meaning 1: Aggressive, violent.

Example 1: People in a British pub who've had a few too many drinks can get very aggro.

Meaning 2: Annoyed, irritated.

Example 2: Stay away from the boss today, he seems pretty aggro.

(AN) AIRHEAD

Meaning: A stupid person.

Example 1: I wouldn't ask Susan for the answer - she's an airhead.

Example 2: I have to spend all day talking to Laura at the office. She's such an airhead! All she wants to talk about is doing her nails.
(An) Alkie (Alky, Alchy)

Meaning: An alcoholic.

Example 1: Poor old Bob turned into an alkie after his business failed.

Example 2: That alky drank the whole bottle of vodka by himself!

(An) Ankle-Biter

Meaning: A small child.

Example 1: Diana loves kids. She's always happy if there are lots of ankle-biters around.

Example 2: How are you, John? How's Molly and all the little ankle-biters?

Antsy

Meaning: Nervous, worried, restless.

Example 1: Many students were getting antsy as the exams got nearer.

Example 2: Carrie is so antsy waiting for the doctor to call with her test results.

Example 3: It was a long drive and the children started to get antsy.
(AN) AVERAGE JOE

Meaning: An average, ordinary man.

Example 1: Frank is an average Joe - he likes football, hates opera, and watches TV on weekends.

Example 2: I like to think I'm a bit more intelligent than an average Joe.
(A) BAD EGG

**Meaning:** Someone who behaves in a bad or dishonest way.

*Example 1:* I’m not surprised at all that he lied. I always knew he was a bad egg.

*Example 2:* I’m telling you, Robert is just a bad egg. I wouldn’t trust him if I were you.

BAD-MOUTH

**Meaning:** To say bad things about someone or something.

*Example 1:* They often bad-mouth their boss when he’s not around.

*Example 2:* Why are you always bad-mouthing Sandra? You don't even know her that well!

*Example 3:* John bad-mouths his car constantly because it is too small for him.

(A) BASKET CASE

**Meaning:** A person who is not able to think or act normally, due to stress or anxiety.

*Example 1:* After his wife left him, Paul was a real basket case.

*Example 2:* Sarah was so nervous on her first day of high school that she burst into tears after walking into the wrong classroom. Her classmates looked at her like she was a complete basket case.
**BEEFY**

*Meaning:* Big and muscular.

*Example 1:* Nick has been working out in the gym for years. That's why he's so beefy.

*Example 2:* Who's that beefy young man? He looks like a bodybuilder.

**A) BELT**

*Meaning:* An alcoholic drink.

*Example 1:* My boss is acting so strangely. I think he may have taken a couple of belts during lunch.

*Example 2:* Jack had a belt or two at the bar in town.

**THE) BIG APPLE**

*Meaning:* New York City.

*Example 1:* I like walking on the streets of the Big Apple, especially in the autumn.

*Example 2:* I'm so excited for our trip to the Big Apple because we're going to a Broadway show!
(THE) BIG HOUSE

Meaning: Prison.

Example 1: After he got caught robbing a bank, Ted was sent to the big house for 20 years.

Example 2: You're going to end up in the big house if you don't get out of that gang soon.

(A) BIMBO

Meaning: An attractive but stupid young woman.

Example 1: Linda asked me how to turn on her tablet. What a bimbo!

Example 2: Maggie says most of the women who marry professional golfers or footballers look like bimbos whose main interest in life is shopping.

(A) BIRDBRAIN

Meaning: A stupid-acting person.

Example 1: I'm such a birdbrain! I totally forgot that I had a doctor's appointment yesterday.

Example 2: You're such a birdbrain. I can't believe you got stuck on the highway because you didn't put enough gas in your car!
(A) **BLABBERMOUTH**

*Meaning:* A person who talks too much, often telling secrets to other people.

*Example 1:* Why did you tell Rachel about the surprise party for Helen? She's such a blabbermouth!

*Example 2:* Don't say anything to Bob unless you want the whole office to know. Bob is quite a blabbermouth.

---

(A) **BLACK EYE**

*Meaning:* A bruise around the eye.

*Example 1:* George got mad and punched Eric in the face. You should see the black eye Bob gave him!

*Example 2:* Kevin wore sunglasses all day because he didn’t want anyone to know he had a black eye. He had been in a fight!

---

(A) **BLAST**

*Meaning:* A lot of fun, a great time.

*Example 1:* You should have come to the New Year's party. It was a blast!

*Example 2:*
- So, how was the ski trip?
- We had a blast!